$570M Federal and state grant dollars awarded

58 Counties with Text-to-911

14M Answered calls for help

Administered $300 million in support of 911 operations in Pennsylvania.

Helping communities rebuild and recover

Hurricane Ida caused more than $238M in damages to public infrastructure, businesses and homes.

and mitigate future risk

291 At-risk homes identified for acquisition, demolition or elevation

Identified mitigation projects that can result in $90M for PA communities.

Weather Records

44 Tornadoes Most in one year since 1998.

512 statewide flash flood reports in PA. More than any state in the US.

Prepare and Respond

13.5K Incidents Monitored Commonwealth Watch and Warning Center (CWWC)

113 Emergency management courses offered

258 Emergency Management Certifications

Activated 12 Times Commonwealth Response Coordination Center (CRRC)

100K Ready PA materials shared in all 67 counties in PA